DESIGNING ELECTRONICS AS SOCIAL OBJECTS

Ellen Dudley
THIS TALK

• my motivations
• WHY
• HOW
• future of social spaces
STATUS IS LIKE CURRENCY

★ So what's more important? money or social standing?
Galway

Dublin
“Care about people, not what people think of you,”
Sean Stephenson
“Connection is why we’re here - the ability to feel connected. It’s what gives purpose and meaning to our lives. This is what it’s all about.

In order for connection to happen, we have to allow ourselves to be seen.” Brene Brown
NEW!
Upcoming Meetforeal Events in Galway, Cork and Dublin!

meetforeal brunch: Sat May 22

Meetforeal Brunch
11:30 hrs, TBC, Galway

Show and Tell

See More..
Crowd Scanner
Conversations over questions... Serendipitously

Warning:
By playing this game, you agree to indulge in serendipitous conversations with new people.

p.s: you have to pass your phone!
HAPPINESS BAROMETER

Happiness Status

Danger: life adjustment recommended
WHY DO WE NEED TO MEET PEOPLE?
THE ARTIFICIAL APE
How Technology Changed the Course of Human Evolution
TIMOTHY TAYLOR
HOW DO WE MEET NEW PEOPLE?
shared passions + shared space ≠ meet new people
shared passions + shared space = social object

= meet new people
Question
Empathy
FUTURE
Jogo
- Variable microphone adjustment
- On/Off switch
- Red LED light when on
- New Connector Type
- Requires 4 x AAA batteries
- Internal pocket holds control box
RAISON D’ÊTRE

VS.
social potential
@meetforeal
ellen@crowdscanner.com
091 Labs